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To the children who did not survive. May we remember.

THE NINTH TRAIN

By JIM and JANE JEFFRIES

CAST OF CHARACTERS
# of lines

PETR STERN .......................Jewish tailor who lives in Prague 65
HANNA STERN ....................Petr’s wife 94
ANALISE STERN ..................18-year old daughter of 46 

Hanna and Petr
EVA STERN .........................16-year old daughter of 70 

Hanna and Petr; loves Marek
OTTO STERN .......................14-year old son of Hanna 48 

and Petr
PAVEL FRIEDMAN ................Otto’s best friend 12
EDNA FRIEDMAN .................friend of the Sterns; Pavel’s 27 

mother
MAREK HAVEL .....................Christian son of the local baker; 40 

loves Eva
RUZA HAVEL .......................Marek’s mother; a Christian who 25 

is reluctant to get involved
MR. KOPECKY .....................Nazi informer 8
MR. BLAZEK .......................another 9
EXTRAS ..............................Jewish families

SETTING
Time:  March to September, 1939.

Place:  The living and dining rooms of the Stern family flat in Prague, 
Czechoslovakia.

SET DESCRIPTION
The stage is set CENTER with a dining table and five chairs. Two 
modest armchairs and a reading lamp are DOWN RIGHT. A window, 
coat rack and door to the outside are STAGE LEFT. Another EXIT STAGE 
RIGHT leads to other parts of the home.

The room shows all the comforts of home—jackets and caps hanging 
on the coat rack, a newspaper on one of the armchairs, a sewing 
basket next to the other, school books and dishes on the table, etc.
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THE NINTH TRAIN

Scene One
AT RISE:  March 12, 1939. The scene opens with a dark stage. PETR, 
HANNA, EVA, ANALISE and OTTO ENTER, singing the first verse slowly. 
(See melody in the PRODUCTION NOTES.) HANNA carries a lit candle. 
As they gather at the table, LIGHTS COME UP DIM.
PETR/HANNA/ANALISE/EVA/OTTO:  (Sing.)

Vos vet zayn,
Vos vet zayn,
az Meshiach vet kimen tsigayn
Gebrotene toybn vet men kloybn oyfn gasn breg (Various groups 
of Jewish families ENTER DOWNSTAGE and join the singing. Each 
person holds a lit candle as they take their places. One or two 
groups DOWNSTAGE carry suitcases.)

Vos vet zayn,
Vos vet zayn,
az Meshiach vet kimen tsigayn
Gebrotene toybn vet men kloybn oyfn gasn breg
Fin papir veln mir boyen, boyen oy a brik
Katshn zik katshn zik in indzer land tzerik
Fin papir veln mir boyen, boyen oy a brik
Katshn zik katshn zik in indzer land tzerik
Vos vet zayn, (Groups with suitcases cross the stage and EXIT.)
Vos vet zayn,
az Meshiach vet kimen tsigayn
Gebrotene toybn vet men kloybn oyfn gasn breg (Others EXIT 
progressively. HANNA EXITS RIGHT. While the remaining STERNS go 
about their household business, the SINGING FADES OUT OFFSTAGE. 
LIGHTS COME UP SLOWLY.)
Fin papir veln mir boyen, boyen oy a brik
Katshn zik katshn zik in indzer land tzerik
Fin papir veln mir boyen, boyen oy a brik
Katshn zik katshn zik in indzer land tzerik (PETR sits in a chair and 
reads the newspaper. EVA and ANALISE clear dishes. OTTO studies 
at the table.)

OTTO:  Papa, may I visit Pavel now? I’ve finished my Hebrew.
PETR:  (Distracted.) And your Latin?
OTTO:  Yes, Papa.
PETR:  Operor vos volo infantem canis?
OTTO:  Excuse me?
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PETR:  (Lowers the newspaper.) Operor vos volo infantem canis?
OTTO:  Oh. Uh, Frigus erit.
PETR:  “The weather is cold”? I just asked you if you wanted a puppy.
OTTO:  (Laughs.) Yes, of course. I knew that.
PETR:  (Raises the newspaper.) Of course you did.
OTTO:  So… may I go to Pavel’s now?
PETR:  Does Pavel have puppies? Or a better command of Latin?
OTTO:  Papa—
PETR:  Yes, you may go. But be back before dark.
OTTO:  Before dark? But—
PETR:  Or you could just stay home.
OTTO:  (Sighs.) I’ll be home before dark. (Frustrated, he grabs his jacket 

and cap from the coat rack and EXITS LEFT. HANNA ENTERS RIGHT 
with some clothes to repair. She sits next to PETR and begins to 
sew. EVA and ANALISE wipe the table then sit at it to read their 
books. EVA slips a piece of paper from her pocket and reads it 
behind the book. ANALISE and EVA talk so as not to be overheard 
by their parents.)

ANALISE:  That must be a very interesting book.
EVA:  Yes.
ANALISE:  I notice that every time you go to the bakery, your book 

becomes much more interesting.
EVA:  Don’t be ridiculous.
ANALISE:  You are right. I mean, what could possibly be the connection 

between great works of literature and pumpernickel? (EVA ignores 
ANALISE.) But I’ve always wondered. That’s why I went to the 
bakery today.

EVA:  (Looks quickly at ANALISE.) And?
ANALISE:  All I bought was one little roll, as a sort of experiment, to 

see if my appreciation for Shakespeare would increase with each 
nibble. Sadly, it was not so. But it is interesting that the baker’s 
son— (EVA looks down and away.) —I think his name is Marek? 
Yes, Marek gave me this special paper sack for one little roll. 
And he specifically asked me to share with my sister. And, lo and 
behold, there were two rolls in the sack. (Pulls a small paper sack 
from a pocket and shakes it.)

EVA:  Give me that!
HANNA:  What is it you have there, Analise?
ANALISE:  Just a roll I bought for Eva. She looked out of sorts from 

her reading.
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HANNA:  Such a good sister. (Goes back to sewing.)
EVA:  Could I have it, please? (ANALISE gives the sack to EVA, who 

pulls a note out of it. She puts it behind the book and starts avidly 
reading. The SISTERS continue talking so as not to be overheard.)

ANALISE:  Hmmm. You didn’t touch the roll. It must be something 
besides bread that whets your appetite for reading.

EVA:  Leave me alone, Analise.
ANALISE:  (Serious.) Eva, I’ve warned you about Marek. You know we 

shouldn’t go sneaking around. What if Mama and Papa find out?
EVA:  I have not been sneaking around with anyone.
ANALISE:  I hope that’s true. (Beat.) What does the note say?
EVA:  What note?
ANALISE:  I guess I could take the next sack of rolls to Papa.
EVA:  It says, “David, when can we meet?”
ANALISE:  David? Who’s David?
EVA:  I am. Last month, I bought a day-old rohlik. I tried to bite into 

it and almost chipped a tooth. I demanded my money back, and 
Marek just glared at me.

ANALISE:  I’ve always thought he was a bit… scary.
EVA:  Yes, I was scared, too. But then I got mad. Who was that big ox 

to scare me with his scowls? So I threw the roll at his face. Hit him 
square in the forehead.

ANALISE:  Ah. David and Goliath.
EVA:  I stormed out. Later, when I came back to buy bread, he couldn’t 

meet my eyes, and he wouldn’t take our money for the bread. 
But… he said there was something in the bottom of the package 
for me.

ANALISE:  A romantic note?
EVA:  Yes. He said he was sorry and that I had a very good arm. And 

that he was sorry that I had a very good arm.
ANALISE:  You call that romantic?
EVA:  Yes.
HANNA:  Eva, stop your whispering and get back to your studies.
EVA:  (To ANALISE.) “Eva, stop your whispering.” What about you?
ANALISE:  Don’t mind her, Eva.
EVA:  Easy for you to say. You can never do anything wrong.
ANALISE:  I’m not the one sneaking around behind my parents’ backs. 

You’re making a big mistake.
EVA:  This is not a mistake. You just—
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HANNA:  Eva! (ANALISE smiles and EVA fumes. They both resume 
reading.)

PETR:  (Lowers the newspaper and speaks to HANNA.) Hitler meets with 
Hacha the day after tomorrow. (HANNA looks up from her sewing. 
ANALISE and EVA listen in.) Mark my words, Czechoslovakia is next.

ANALISE:  Hacha is a good president. He will resist. (Beat.) Won’t he, 
Papa?

PETR:  I used to think so.
EVA:  What will we do if the Germans invade?
PETR:  We will resist them. But in the meantime, focus on your studies. 

(ANALISE and EVA look at each other then try to resume reading. To 
HANNA in a lower voice.) God willing, we will be long gone before 
then.

HANNA:  But the French denied our exit visas.
PETR:  Don’t worry. I will try the U.S. embassy tomorrow. We have 

people in the United States.
HANNA:  (Looks PETR in the eyes.) We have to get visas, Petr. Whatever 

it takes. It wasn’t just Ezra. I hear more stories every day.
PETR:  I know. Have faith, Hanna. I will try again tomorrow. We will find 

a way out.
HANNA:  (Distracted.) Yes. (Begins to sew again as the LIGHTS FADE 

to BLACK.)
End of Scene One

Scene Two
LIGHTS UP. The following day. HANNA is at the table chopping 
vegetables.
HANNA:  Analise? (Beat.) Analise?
ANALISE:  (ENTERS RIGHT.) Yes, Mama?
HANNA:  I need some day-old bread from the bakery today. (EVA 

ENTERS RIGHT.) Oh, and get a nice rye if they have it.
EVA:  May I go also?
HANNA:  Why?
ANALISE:  (Glances at EVA. Hesitates, then relents.) It’s better if there 

are two of us.
HANNA:  Yes, I suppose you’re right. (While HANNA gets money from 

her pocket, EVA mouths “Thank you” to ANALISE. HANNA hands 
money to ANALISE.)

EVA:  (Excited.) Thank you, Mama!
ANALISE:  (Whispers to EVA as they cross to the door.) Don’t look so 

excited. (She and EVA put on jackets and hats and begin to leave.)
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HANNA:  And, girls. (EVA and ANALISE turn to HANNA.) Come straight 
home. (EVA and ANALISE open the door, revealing EDNA, who 
ENTERS LEFT.)

EVA:  Good morning, Mrs. Friedman.
EDNA:  Good morning, girls. (GIRLS EXIT LEFT. To HANNA.) Where are 

they off to in such a hurry?
HANNA:  Just off to the bakery. Eva would do anything to avoid 

practicing her violin. Come and sit.
EDNA:  (Sits.) It’s probably none of my business, but I don’t think she’s 

avoiding the violin as much as looking for a chance to go to the 
bakery.

HANNA:  What do you mean?
EDNA:  Marek Havel. You know, Ruza’s son? He works at the bakery in 

the mornings. (HANNA looks confused.) Oh, it’s probably nothing. 
You hear things. A Gentile wouldn’t be interested in a Jewish girl. 
Not these days.

HANNA:  Are you saying that my Eva and that Gentile boy—
EDNA:  Like I said, it’s probably nothing. But I came because I have 

news. (Beat.) They are making the Jews in Liberec move.
HANNA:  (Concerned.) Move? Where?
EDNA:  I don’t know. They were given three hours to pack and then 

forced to leave their homes.
HANNA:  Where did you hear that?
EDNA:  Ruza told me.
HANNA:  It comes closer every day. Petr thinks we are next.
EDNA:  I think he’s right. (Beat.) We’ve had no luck at the embassies. 

Have you?
HANNA:  Not so far.
EDNA:  I’m starting to wonder…
HANNA:  Wonder what?
EDNA:  Have you heard of Mr. Winton?
HANNA:  No. Who’s he?
EDNA:  He’s British. He’s set up an office at a hotel in Wenceslas 

Square. Gitta Berkovits told me about him. He’s trying to help the 
Jewish children.

HANNA:  I don’t understand.
EDNA:  He’s organizing trains to take children to Britain. British families 

will take care of them there.
HANNA:  But… what about the parents?
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EDNA:  The Gentile families will keep the children safe until their 
parents can join them.

HANNA:  They’re sending the children alone? Even young ones?
EDNA:  Well… yes. (Beat.) They are safe from Hitler.
HANNA:  Edna, are you thinking about this?
EDNA:  Yes. (Beat.) No… It’s unthinkable, really. But our options get 

fewer by the day. (Gets an idea.) Perhaps if we sent them together! 
Otto and Pavel could watch out for Rachel and Eva.

HANNA:  What about Analise?
EDNA:  They won’t take anyone over 17.
HANNA:  (Long pause.) Has it come to this? If I have to send my 

children away, I want to be able to send all of them. Together. I 
don’t think I could do it, Edna.

EDNA:  I don’t think so either… unless I had no other choice. (Stands.) 
Think about it, Hanna. Maybe we should get on the list just in 
case. (Beat.) I’ve got to go. I’ll talk to you soon. (EXITS LEFT.)

HANNA:  (Looks at the door, takes in the silence and sits at the table. 
She begins to chop food.) Send my children away! (Slams down the 
knife.) God of Abraham, help me. Zog zhe rebenyu vos vet zayn. 
(Translation:  Tell us, Rebbe, what will happen? OTTO ENTERS LEFT, 
angry, with PAVEL. Both look roughed-up. PAVEL’S face is bruised. 
OTTO roughly throws off his cap and peels off his jacket.) Otto, 
what’s wrong? (Looks closer at PAVEL.) Pavel, what happened to 
your face? Otto, get a wet cloth. (OTTO EXITS RIGHT. HANNA sits 
PAVEL at the table.) Pavel, what happened?

PAVEL:  They called us dogs.
HANNA:  Who? I don’t understand.
PAVEL:  A group of boys on the street. They called us dogs. So I called 

them sons of female dogs. Only with smaller words.
HANNA:  Pavel!
PAVEL:  They were Nazis. They have a very limited vocabulary. (OTTO 

ENTERS RIGHT with a cloth and hands it to PAVEL.) Otto was 
magnificent! A regular Samson! Only instead of striking with the 
jawbone of an ass, he struck the jawbone of an ass. Several asses 
in fact. He was popping Nazi faces left and right.

OTTO:  You were pretty good, too, Pavel.
PAVEL:  Oh, yes. I kept punching Ivan’s fist with my face. Hey, maybe 

I broke his hand!
HANNA:  You knew these boys?
OTTO:  Yes. Since third grade.
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PAVEL:  Of course, they are still at a third-grade level. I think they 
joined the Nazis because it was easy to spell.

HANNA:  Pavel, stop! This is not a joke.
OTTO:  No, it isn’t, but we had to do something. Are we just supposed 

to sit there and let them punch us?
PAVEL:  It worked for me. They got tired after the ninth or tenth punch.
OTTO:  Thankfully, something distracted them, but not before I got 

Stefan in the mouth. (Grins.) I think he lost a tooth.
HANNA:  Otto! We’ve talked about this! You must not bring attention 

to yourself!
PAVEL:  It’s a bit late for that, Mrs. Stern. I mean, just look at all the 

signs bringing attention to us Jews.
OTTO:  How much more are we supposed to take?
HANNA:  Be patient, Otto. Things will get better.
OTTO:  Better? Half of the students at school won’t even look at me. 

And I don’t like how the other half look at me.
PAVEL:  (Takes the cloth off his face.) And did you hear? Someone 

broke the windows in Mr. Katzen’s shop last night.
HANNA:  (Sits, weary.) No, I hadn’t heard.
PAVEL:  They broke the windows and took an ax to the furniture, too. 

He was there this morning trying to clean it up.
PETR:  (ENTERS LEFT, distracted. Takes off his coat and hat then crosses 

to the table and looks closely at OTTO.) What happened to you?
OTTO:  It’s nothing. We just—
PETR:  (Sees PAVEL’S face.) Pavel?!
PAVEL:  This? This is nothing, Mr. Stern. You should see the other 

guy’s knuckles. (PETR glares at OTTO.)
OTTO:  (To PETR.) They started it! What were we supposed to do?
PETR:  Otto, I’ve told you not to—
OTTO:  Draw attention. I know! (Beat.) I just couldn’t help it.
PETR:  You must help it!
HANNA:  (Quiet.) Pavel, you should get home. You’ll need something 

cold on that eye. Otto, make sure he gets home all right.
OTTO:  (To PAVEL.) Come on, Pavel. (Picks up his coat and cap.)
PAVEL:  Thank you, Mrs. Stern.
HANNA:  Go straight home, Pavel. (OTTO and PAVEL EXIT LEFT. To PETR.) 

I was beginning to worry. What took you so long?
PETR:  The line was six blocks long.
HANNA:  Well, what happened?
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PETR:  They gave me three minutes and then denied us.
HANNA:  But… how can they turn us away?
PETR:  I’m not sure they accepted anyone. Dietrich was also denied. 

(Beat.) I showed them pictures of the children. I even told them I 
had work.

HANNA:  I thought surely we could get visas to America. (Beat.) What 
about the Swiss Embassy?

PETR:  I will try them next. Dietrich suggested that we bribe them.
HANNA:  Will it work?
PETR:  I don’t know. We’ll find out. Dietrich heard that that’s how the 

Kaufmans got visas. Of course, a lawyer has more money than a 
tailor.

HANNA:  You can’t think that way, Petr. (Beat.) Edna stopped by this 
morning. They are making the Jews in Liberec move.

PETR:  What? How does she know?
HANNA:  Ruza told her. She also asked me about something else 

that— (ANALISE and EVA ENTER LEFT, empty-handed.) —Analise? 
Where is the bread? Is everything all right?

ANALISE:  Mrs. Havel was the only one at the bakery.
EVA:  Except for Mr. Kopecky. (Beat.) I don’t like that man.
ANALISE:  She said that they had no day-old bread. No rye, either.
HANNA:  What?!
EVA:  She seemed… nervous.
HANNA:  (To PETR, upset.) Another store refusing to sell to Jews? I 

didn’t think that Ruza—
EVA:  She wasn’t refusing us, Mama.
ANALISE:  Not exactly. It was strange. When Mr. Kopecky turned his 

back, she told us that she’d send the bread later with her son.
HANNA:  They make deliveries now?
EVA:  I guess so. She didn’t explain. She— (A KNOCK at the door. EVA 

looks out.) There’s Marek now.
PETR:  Marek?
ANALISE:  Ruza’s son. (EVA opens the door, and MAREK ENTERS LEFT 

with a bag of bread. He has a black eye.)
EVA:  Papa, this is Marek.
MAREK:  Sir.
PETR:  Did you have some trouble on the way here?
MAREK:  No, sir.
HANNA:  Then how did you get a black eye?
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PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES ONSTAGE
Dining table with five chairs, two armchairs, reading lamp, coat rack 
with jackets and caps on it, newspaper, dishes, dish cloths, sewing 
supplies, school books.

PROPERTIES BROUGHT ON
Scene One:

Candle, clothes (HANNA)
Suitcases, candles (JEWISH FAMILIES)
Note (EVA)
Paper sack with note inside (ANALISE)

Scene Two:
Vegetables, knife, cutting board, money (HANNA)
Cloth (OTTO)
Bag of bread with note in it (MAREK)
Handkerchief (ANALISE)

Scene Three:
Rag (HANNA)

Scene Four:
Flashlights (KOPECKY, BLAZEK)

Scene Five:
Basket of laundry (EVA)
Small sack (MAREK)
Numbered suitcases, numbered tags, candles (JEWISH CHILDREN, 

EVA, OTTO)
COSTUMES

Characters wear typical eastern European clothes of the 1930s.

PETR, OTTO, PAVEL, EVA and ANALISE wear jackets and hats.

In Scene Two, PAVEL has a bruise on his face, OTTO has a cut on his 
arm, and MAREK has a black eye.

HANNA wears a prison camp uniform at the end.

VOCABULARY
Rohlik is a Czech word for croissant.

Pankac is a Czech word for a ruffian or punk.

Shegetz is a Yiddish term for a non-Jewish boy or young man. At the 
time of this play in eastern Europe, it had a derogatory or contemptuous 
connotation.
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MUSIC
“Vos Vet Zayn?” (What Will Happen?) is a Yiddish folk song. You can 
hear it sung a variety of ways on YouTube. Since there are different 
versions of the tune, be sure to choose one that follows the music 
provided on the next page, if you want to use it. You’ll find many 
versions that are upbeat, but for this production, the song should be 
sung with a slow, longing feel to it.

While we did our best in the script to spell out a phonetic pronunciation, 
the best option is to learn it by listening to it.

The translation of the song and the music are below.

VOS VET ZAYN
(WHAT WILL BE)

What will be when the Messiah finally does come?
We’ll gather up roasted doves to eat all along the street
And we’ll build a bridge of paper
And roll right over it into our promised land.

Music transcribed by Jean Storckman
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